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The Government Statistical Service
A service of statistical information and advice is provided to the Government 
by specialist staffs employed in the statistics divisions of individual Departments. 
Statistics are made available through their publications and further information 
and advice on them can be obtained from  the Departments concerned.



Housing and Construction Statistics
Notes and definitions supplement 1976

This supplement gives fuller definitions of items and units 
employed in the quarterly publication "Housing and Con
struction Statistics” than are possible in the headings and 
footnotes to the tables. The information is arranged under 
the same main headings and in broadly the same order as 
the quarterly statistical tables, but covers also a number of 
the subjects which may appear from time to time as
supplementary tables.
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1 General

Definition of the construction industry
The building and civil engineering operations covered by 
SIC Order XX (1968 Revision) are as follows;

"Erecting and repairing buildings of all types. Con
structing and repairing roads and bridges; erecting steel 
and reinforced concrete structures; other civil engineering 
work such as laying sewers, gas or water mains, and 
electricity cables, erecting overhead lines and line supports 
and aerial masts, extracting coal from open cast workings, 
etc. The building and civil engineering establishments of 
Government departments, local authorities and NewTown 
Corporations and Commissions are included. On-site 
industrialised building is also included. Establishments 
specialising in demolition work or in sections of con
struction work such as asphalting, electrical wiring, floor
ing, glazing, installing heating and ventilating apparatus, 
painting, plastering, plumbing, roofing. The hiring of 
contractors' plant and scaffolding is included.

(1968 SIC booklet, HMSO)
Construction work carried out by employees of govern

ment departments, local authorities, new towns and 
public corporations is assumed by the Department to be 
undertaken by a separate building or civil engineering 
establishment, and hence included in the Departments 
construction output and employment statistics, in all cases 
where the authority is able to make a regular return of their 
construction output and employment.

Output by employees of gas, electricity and water under
takings is, however, classified to Order XXI of the SIC and 
is excluded from the revised series of output and employ
ment statistics published in issue 6 and thereafter.

Public and private sectors
As used in the tables relating to the construction industry 
these terms are defined in section 4, "Output and new 
orders".

Fuller definitions of the separate parts of the public sector, 
as distinguished in statistics relating to housing, are given in 
section 7, "Housebuilding performance".

Adjustments for seasonal variations
The method is based on the X-11 variant of the Census 
Method II Seasonal Adjustment Program which is described 
in Technical Paper No. 15 of the US Department of 
Commerce, Bureau of the Census.

Regions
The regions used are the standard regions for statistical 
purposes, with a further sub-division of the South East. 
The boundaries of most of the English regions were revised 
as a consequence of the reorganisation of local government 
on 1 April 1974 and the constituent areas of each region, 
after this reorganisation, are listed below. (Regions before 
1 April 1974 are defined in "Notes and definitions supple
ment 1975").

Regional figures for contractors’ new orders are based on

the new regions from the third quarter 1975, with estimated 
figures on this basis from first quarter 1975.

Regional figures for contractors' output and employment, 
published from the October censuses, are based on the new 
regions for the 1974 census and subsequent censuses. 
Some figures for old regions are given in the 1974 census 
for comparison.

Regional unemployment figures use the new regions 
from April 1974 onwards.

Regional statistics for deliveries of bricks and cement 
conform to the new regions from first quarter 1975.

Local authorities' output and employment figures are 
based on the new regions from third quarter 1974.

Regional housing statistics relate to the present regions 
unless otherwise stated.

Regions on and after 1 April 1974
England:
Northern:

Cleveland; Cumbria; Durham; Northumberland; Tyne 
and Wear.

Yorkshire and Humberside:
Humberside; North Yorkshire; South Yorkshire; West 
Yorkshire.

East Midlands:
Derbyshire; Leicestershire; Lincolnshire; Northampton
shire; Nottinghamshire.

East Anglia;
Cambridgeshire; Norfolk; Suffolk.

South East:
Beds.-Essex-Herts.:

Bedfordshire; Essex; Hertfordshire.
Greater London:

Area of the Greater London Council.
South Eastern counties:

Kent; Surrey; East Sussex; West Sussex 
Southern counties;

Berkshire; Buckinghamshire; Hampshire; Isle of Wight; 
Oxfordshire.

South West:
Avon; Cornwall (with Isles of Scilly); Devon; Dorset; 
Gloucestershire; Somerset; Wiltshire.

West Midlands:
Hereford and Worcester; Salop; Staffordshire; War
wickshire; West Midlands.

North West;
Cheshire; Greater Manchester; Lancashire; Merseyside. 

Wales 

Scotland
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Outer Metropolitan Area from 1 April 1974

The boundary of the Outer Metropolitan Area was revised 
following the reorganisation of local government on 1 April 
1974 and consists of whole new district council areas.
Most of the revised OMA coincides with the original OMA; which are all within the Strathclyde°Region"

Central Clydeside Conurbation

The boundary of the conurbation was revised following th 
reorganisation of local government in Scotland on 16 Mav 
1975 and consists of the following district council arpa!

the main changes to the Area are:

a. Aylesbury, Wing and the Henley and Bradfield areas 
together with Uckfield District are now excluded.

b. Chanctonbury, Cranbrook and Hollingbourn areas 
are now included.

Local authority districts in the revised OMA

Bedfordshire;
Luton
South Bedfordshire

Berkshire:
Bracknell
Reading
Slough
Windsor and Maidenhead 
Wokingham

Buckinghamshire :■
Beaconsfield
Chiltern
Wycombe

Essex:
Basildon
Brentwood
Castle Point
Chelmsford
Epping Forest
Harlow
Rochford
Southend-on-Sea
Thurrock

Hampshire:
Hart
Rushmoor

Hertfordshire (the whole)
Kent:

Dartford
Gillingham
Gravesham
Maidstone
Medway
Sevenoaks
Tonbridge and Mailing 
Tunbridge Wells

Surrey (the whole)
West Sussex:

Crawley 
Horsham 
Mid Sussex

City of Glasgow 

Bearsden and Milngavie 
Clydebank

Cumbernauld and Kilsyth
East Kilbride
Eastwood

Hamilton

Monklands
Motherwell
Renfrew

Strathkelvin
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2 Activity Indicators

This table summarises in index form on an annual basis the 
movements of the main economic indicators relating to the 
construction industries from 1964 to the latest available date. 
The table also includes housing performance, improvement 
grants and slum clearance, and the key indicators of 
building materials. Quarterly movements are shown for 
the more recent years.

More detailed notes are given in the sections relating to 
the individual tables containing detailed figures.
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3 Costs and prices

Index of the cost of new construction
The index provides a measure of changes in the cost to 
clients of new building and civil engineering work. It is 
designed to measure general cost changes and not changes 
in the cost of any specific type of new work. The index is 
calculated according to the formula:

industry sectors in the Department of Industry's Whole 
sale Price Index Series. The indices are based on the price' 
of a wide range of building materials and components for 
some of which the index values are given. The individual 
material price indices are combined together in a weightino 
pattern that reflects the relative value of the purchases of 
these items by the construction industry in 1968. In the case 
of the construction material price index this will embrace all

________________  construction activity and for the index of housebuilding
1 — C, material prices new dwelling construction only. Both indices

cover imported materials and as far as possible delivered 
Mo and E„ are the base-year (1968) proportions of gross Prices are used in compiling the individual index numbers

output accounted for by (a) the value of materials used All material price indices are expressed net of V.A.T.
and (b) the labour costs defined as earnings, employers'

M
C l 00 + E

1
X  100

social security payments, and other relevant employers'
liabilities; they are derived from the 1968 census of pro
duction.

Ct is the estimated proportion in period “t" of gross 
output accounted for by overheads (including plant hire

I V  i A  • - ^

charges) and profits. The value in the base-year (Co) was the construction industry.

Indices of w ages
These indices are compiled by the Department of Employ
ment. The index of basic weekly rate measures the average 
movement from quarter to quarter and annually in the level 
of full-time basic weekly wage rates of manual workers in

/  • — • \  M /  ^  ̂ ^

obtained from the census of production, and C, is produced 
by slightly adjusting C„ for each year thereafter.

L  is an index of the price of building materials used in 
construction (see below).

le is an index of labour costs per operative, based on 
the statistics of all employees earnings compiled by the 
Department of Employment.

Ip is an index of overheads and profits per worker.

The index is based on a selection of the recognised 
minimum rates of wages or minimum entitlements fixed by 
voluntary collective agreements between organizations of 
employers and work people. The index does not reflect 
changes in earnings due to changes in such factors as the 
number employed, or engaged in different occupations and 
wage grades or paid at time or price rates. Neither does it 
reflect changes in the amount of overtime, short time or 
absenteeism or changes in the earnings of piece workers

Ipr is a constant price index of materials input per worker, Pay^ients by results.
It IS obtained by, first, subtracting labour costs, profits and The index of average earnings is compiled from informa-

i  t  A  i

overheads per man from the collected figures of gross new supplied by employers about their total wages and
work output divided by numbers of men employed on this salaries bill. Changes in average earnings represent the
work, and then dividing the resultant estimate of materials, combined effect of a number of factors including: (a)
at current prices used per man, by the price index (!„,) of increase in rates of wages; (b) changes in the number of

hours actually worked and in the proportion of hours paid
pr

e

building materials. A four-quarter moving average of
IS used as an index of productivity, to adjust the index 
of labour costs and also Ip.

All indices are expressed for the formula in terms of base- 
year (1968) =  100, and converted to 1970 =  100

for at overtime, week-end and night shift etc. rates; (c)
extension of system of payment by results and increased 
output.

Comment on the index. The use. for estimating Ip, of a

Index of building tender prices
The index compiled by the Directorate of Quantity Survey- 

, vji a Development, gives the level of pricing contained in
measure of materials input that is itself derived from^he tenders for new work accepted by the Department of the 
basic output and cost data (with no reliable estimates for Environment when compared with a fixed price base.
changes in Q ) rnakes the index more sensitive to errors in Contracts based on bills of quantities for projects over
the basic data than price indices that relate to more homo- £50,000 are included in the index with the following
geneous sets of products. Ignoring the moving average exceptions;

I _ . . .  Housing work
(b) Work of a mainly civil engineering nature
(c) Mechanical and electrical work
(d) Complex works of alterations and extensions.
The index is based on a sample number of items selected 

from each trade or section of the bill of quantities being 
examined, the value of these items totalling to 25% of the 
trade or section. A  weighting proportionate to the value of 
the trade or section to the total of the bill of quantities is

adjustment for Ip̂ the cost index resolves algebraically into 
an output value index derived by a materials quantity index. 

The constituent elements of this index are under review.

Indices of construction material prices and 
housebuilding material prices
These indices form an integral part of the price index num- 

ers of material purchases by individual industries and broad
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applied. Preliminaries and other general charges are spread 
proportionately over each item in the bill of quantities.

The index figures given are derived from the geometric 
mean of each quarter's sample. From the second quarter 
of 1974 a proportion of the contracts analysed include
variation of price clauses.

Housing costs and prices
Private sector housing land per plot. The weighted 
average price per plot is an estimate of the average price 
per plot in a standard collection of parcels of land similar 
to that developed in the period 1969-1972. The average 
number of dwellings per hectare in the standard collection 
is held constant, so that weighted average prices per hectare 
are a constant multiple of those per plot, and a single index 
measures the movements of both. Land prices are very 
variable, and this leads to difficulties in constructing price 
indices. The index does provide a guide to trends in prices, 
but it cannot be taken as being precise. The coefficients of 
variation of the yearly weighted average prices have been 
estimated to be typically about 2 per cent, and those of 
the half-yearly prices about 2^ per cent. Full details of the 
methods by which the indices are constructed were pub
lished in "Economic Trends" No. 244 (February 1974).

Average construction costs in tenders approved for local 
authorities. See section 8, "Local authority housing".

Average price of new dw ellings on w hich building 
society mortgages were approved (United Kingdom). 
See section 11 ."Flousing finance."

Price index of local authority house building (formerly 
Constant standards cost index). The index provides a 
measure of the change in tender prices for the construction 
of local authority housing in England and Wales, excluding 
Greater London. The price data used are extracted from the 
bills of quantities of successful tenders of one and two 
storey houses built by traditional methods. Within this field, 
the price changes are measured from the prices of 23 items 
which occur in most such bills of quantities. Each item is

selected to represent all the work in a particular trade 
section, so that price movements of the other work in a trade 
section are assumed to be broadly similar to those of the 
representative item.

Although the number of items priced remains the same as 
in the previous index, a thorough review had led to some 
changes. "Gas carcassing" (i.e. pipework) has been deleted 
and brickwork, an important item, has been split to identify 
general brickwork and facing brickwork. Several definitions 
have been altered to reflect changes in materials, technique 
or organization. Table A  shows the revised list of items 
together with their weights.

The index is compiled as a Laspeyres price index, in which 
the price relatives for each item in the current quarter, 
relative to the base year, are averaged by a weighted arith
metic average. The base year now used for both price 
relatives and item weights is 1969. For publication, the
index is scaled to 1970 100.

To obtain a national price index it is necessary to employ 
fixed regional weights, not only because the amount of 
building varies greatly from one region to another, but 
because price levels and the rate of change in prices vary 
too. The pattern chosen was the share, in the three years 
1969-71 combined, of each region in the total national 
value of tender costs of one- and two-storey traditional 
houses.

A  special survey of those local authorities which had res
ponded in 1972 made possible the calculation of the revised, 
1969-based, index for the quarters of 1972. The quarter to 
quarter changes for 1972 showed insignificant differences 
from those calculated on the 1965-base previously used, so 
that the break in continuity between the years up to 1971 
and subsequent years is negligible.

An article in "Statistical News" (FIMSO) for August 1973 
discusses the methodology of the index. It also contains 
some historical notes and details of the regional weights 
used.

Index figures from the 1st quarter 1974 onwards are not 
strictly comparable with those for earlier periods because 
firm price tenders, previously required for all contracts of 
up to 2 years duration, are no longer required for those of 
over one year.

Table A
W eights used for trades or operations

Percentage

Item Weights used Item Weights used

1 Excavation and hardcore 2 i 13 Copper plumbing 2 i
2 Concrete work 51 14 Hot and cold water tanks 1
3 Brickwork—general 131 15 Sanitary fittings 3 i
4 Brickwork—facing 8 16 Central heating n

5 Partitions 17 Electrical installation 3
6 Roof tiling 4 i 18 Plastering—walls 7
7 Carpentry 7 i 19 Ground floor covering 2 i
8 First floor boarding 2 20 Plastering—ceilings 2i

9 Manufactured joinery—doors 7 i 21 Glazing 1
10 Windows 4 22 Wall and ceiling paint 2
11
12

General joinery 
Soil and vent piping

5
H

23 Oil painting 3 i
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4 Output and new orders

Type of work by construction industry firms
The series of contractors' output and on orders for new 
construction (and also on contractors' employment—see 
section 6) are sub-classified by five main types of work:

(a) Public sector housing work
(b) Public work, other than housing
(c) Private sector housing work
(d) Private industrial work (factories, warehouses etc. for

private ownership)
(e) Private commercial work (offices, shops, farm build

ings, places of entertainments, etc.).
Details of the types of work included in these categories 

are shown in the table at the end of this section.
Output (and employment) for repairs and maintenance 

work is also recorded in total and sub-classified by three 
types of work, housing (total), public work other than 
housing and private work other than housing.

New construction work includes extensions, major 
alterations (i.e. improvements), site preparation and demoli
tion except for housing where improvements, extensions

Since the returns are sent to sub-contractors as well as to 
main contractors the notes on the forms include guidance 
necessary to avoid double-counting of sub-contracted
output and employment.

The figures collected are at current values. These are
revalued at constant prices and then seasonally adjusted 
and converted into an index.

The Department's register of private contractors still 
excludes some very small firms and a number of other self- 
employed workers. Estimates of their "unrecorded output" 
are included in the value of output tables, at both current 
and constant (1970) prices. From the second quarter of 
1974, the output returns include questions on the value of 
construction work done by the firm on sub-contract and 
on the value of construction work let out to other firms on 
sub-contract. These two items together provide a quarterly 
estimate of sub-contracted output undertaken by firms and 
labour-only sub-contractors excluded from the Depart
ment's register. Results for work let out are published in 
supplementary tables.

and alterations and house/flat conversions are included Direct labour output of public sector. In the case of
under repairs and maintenance. New construction work local authorities and new town corporations, returns are
includes houses converted to other uses.

Public and private sectors. Public work is for any public
collected twice each year in respect of work done in the first 
and third quarters. Returns by government departments are

obtained. The rest of the public sector makes a return in 
respect of the first quarter only. From these returns estimates

authority such as government departments, local authorities, yey  and an annual figure of output is
public utilities, nationalised industries, universities, the Post
Office Corporation, new town corporations, etc. ________

Private work is for a private owner or organization or for made of the work done by direct labour of the public
a private developer and includes work for steel producing sector with interpolations (for annual figures) for the 
plants in private ownership.
Value of output
Contractors. Up to and including 1970, figures of gross
output in the first quarter of each year were obtained in April 
by means of a census of the 70,000 to 80,000 private con
tractors then on the Department's register; at this census, 
however, many small firms were asked only for employment 
data, their output being estimated from the output and 
employment data obtained from other small firms. From 
1971, this annual census is held in October for the July to 
September quarter's output instead of in April, and combined 
with the detailed annual employment census (October 
formerly September) referred to in section 6 "Labour". For 
the other three quarters a stratified sample is used (with

quarterly periods not covered by the returns. The estimates 
are amalgamated with the figures for contractors' output. 
Value of new orders
Collection of new orders statistics. Figures of new
orders (for new work) are collected monthly from a sample
of about 8,500 firms. All firms thought to receive new orders
for construction of a total value exceeding £300,000 per
year are included together with a sample of smaller firms.

The estimate of the total value of orders received is based
on the enquiry for the annual census of output and employ
ment.
New orders obtained by contractors. The series 
relates to contracts awarded to contractors for new 
building and civil engineering work by clients in both the

variable sampling fractions to ease the burden on small Public and private sectors. Extensions to existing contracts 
firms) amounting in total to about 19,000 firms, including construction work in "package deals" are included
all firms with 35 or more total employment. As a result of serial or "run on" contracts.

■ " S  I  I i »

special enquiries, a further 25,000 firms (mostly very small) Site value and architects or consultants' fees are excluded.
were added to the Department's Statistical Register in 1973. figures are collected at current values. These are

Output is defined as the amount chargeable to customers revalued at constant prices and then seasonally adjusted 
for building, civil engineering and associated work done in converted into an index.
the relevant period. Contractors are asked to include the Speculative work. The value of work undertaken on the
value of work done on their own initiative on buildings such initiative of the respondent, where no contract or order has
as dwellings or offices for eventual sale or lease; and of been awarded, is included when foundation work has
work done by their own operatives on the construction and started, for example, on houses or offices for eventual sale
maintenance of their own premises. The value of goods or lesse.
made by the contractors themselves and used in the work 
is also included.

Regional analysis. The regional classification (see page 3) 
is based on the location of the work.

8



types of new Wbfk: general appr-oach from 2nd dudrter 137g

rontracts are generally allocated to types of work according to the type 
f construction involved rather than the type of client. For example, an 

office for an industrial group is allocated to "offices" and a road at an
airfield to ' roads .

Before the 2nd quarter 1976 the type of client was sometimes taken 
■ to account: e.g.. a road at an airfield was allocated to "airfields"; 
some offices for industrial groups were classified as "industrial" work.

This change in approach and certain revisions of the descriptions 
have led to minor discontinuities in the published series.

Types of new work: detailed
descriptions
These descriptions relate to new orders received after the 1st quarter 
1976: for earlier periods see "Notes and definitions supplement 1975".

Type of work Examples of the kind of work covered ^

(a) Public sector 
housing—new 
work

(b) Public works other 
than housing
Public utilities 
(gas. electricity, 
railways, airfields, 
open cast and deep 
coalmining)

Schools

Universities

Health

Offices

Local authority housing schemes, hostels 
(exceptyouth hostels), married quarters for 
the services and police: old people's 
homes: orphanages and children's remand 
homes: and the provision within housing 
sites of roads and services for gas, water, 
electricity, sewage and drainage.

Gas works, gas mains and gas storage: all 
building and civil engineering work for 
electrical undertakings such as power 
stations, dams and other works on hydro
electric schemes, sub-stations, laying of 
cables and the erection of overhead lines. 
Permanent way, tunnels, bridges, cuttings, 
stations, engine sheds, etc., and electrifica
tion of both surface and underground 
railways. Air terminals, runways, hangers, 
reception halls, radar installations, peri
meter fencing etc., which are for use in 
connection with civil airfields.

All new coal mine construction such as 
sinking shafts, tunnelling etc., works and 
buildings at the pithead which are for use 
in connection with the pit. deep and open
cast coal prospecting: opencast coal 
mining including the removal and rein
statement of overburden and final land
scaping.

State schools or colleges (including tech
nical colleges and institutes of agriculture) 
except medical schools and junior special 
schools which are classified under 
"Health".

Universities including halls of residence, 
research establishments, etc.

Hospitals including medical schools: 
clinics: surgeries (unless part of a house): 
medical research stations (except when 
part of a factory, school or university); 
welfare centres: centres for the handi
capped and for rehabilitation: adult train
ing centres and junior special schools.

Local and central government offices, 
including town halls, offices for all public 
bodies except the armed services, police 
headquarters.

Typds df new Work; detailed de^cnpfidns continued

Type of work

Garages

Industrial

Shops

Roads

Harbours and 
waterways

Water

Sewers and 
drainage

Oil. agriculture,
entertainment,
communications,
(tabulated with
"Miscellaneous".
below)

Miscellaneous

(c) Private sector 
housing work

Examples of the kind of work covered ^

Buildings for storage, repair and main
tenance of road vehicles: transport work
shops, bus depots, road goods transport 
depots and car parks.

Steelworks. Publicly owned factories (such 
as Remploy and Royal Mint), shipyards, 
warehouses, skill centres.

HMSO bookshops and municipal shop
ping developments for which the contract 
has been let by a local authority.

Public roads, pavements, bridges, foot
paths, lighting, tunnels, flyovers, fencing 
etc,

All works and buildings directly connected 
with harbours, wharves, docks, piers, 
jetties, (including oil jetties) canals and 
waterways, dredging, sea walls, embank
ments and water defences.

Reservoirs, purification plants, dams (ex
cept for hydro-electric schemes), aque
ducts. wells, conduits, water works, 
pumping stations, water mains, hydraulic 
works, etc.

Sewage disposal works, laying of sewers 
and surface drains.

Oil installations. Buildings and work on 
publicly financed horticultural establish-, 
ments but not houses (see category (a)), 
fen drainage and agricultural drainage 
veterinary clinics. Theatres: restaurants; 
public swimming baths; works and build
ings at sports grounds, stadiums, race
courses, etc. Post offices, telephone ex
changes and cabling work; BBC and IBA 
installations.

Ail work not clearly covered by any other 
heading, such as: fire stations; barracks 
for the forces (except married quarters, 
classified under "Housing"); naval dock
yards: RAF airfields: police stations: 
prisons: reformatories; remand homes; 
borstals: civil defence work; UK Atomic 
Energy Authority work; council depots; 
public conveniences: museums: crema
toria: libraries; caravan sites, except those 
at holiday resorts; exhibitions; wholesale 
markets; Royal Ordnance factories; 
churches (e.g. for the forces).

All privately owned buildings for resi
dential use, such as houses, flats and 
maisonettes, bungalows, cottages, vicar
ages. and provision of services to new 
developments.

1 Mixed development schemes are included in the category which 
describes the major part of the scheme.
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Types of new work: detailed descriptions continued Types of new work: detailed descriptions continued

Type of work Examples of the kind of work covered 1

(d) Private industrial 
work

(e) Private
commercial work
Offices

Factories; warehouses; wholesale depots; 
coke ovens and all other works and 
buildings for the purpose of industrial 
production or processing: oil refineries; 
storage and distribution pipelines: con
crete and steel oil production platforms 
(not rigs): private steelworks: deep and 
opencast coal prospecting; opencast coal 
mining including removal and reinstate
ment of overburden and final landscaping; 
railway lines and engine sheds; reservoirs; 
purification plants: conduits: wells; hy
draulic works, etc.: wharves, docks, piers, 
jetties, embankments and water defences; 
electricity and gas installations.

Office buildings, banks and embassies.

Type of work Examples of the kind of work 00^ ; ^

Miscellaneous

Private roads, pavements, bridges W
paths, lighting, fencing, etc.: drainage 
sewage disposal works. '

All work clearly not covered by any oth r̂
heading, e.g. exhibitions, caravan site^ 
churches, church halls.

Shops All buildings for retail distribution such as 
shops, department stores, retail markets, 
show rooms, etc. Shopfitting is not 
covered.

Entertainment Theatres, concert halls, cinemas, film 
studios, bowling alleys, clubs, hotels, 
public houses, restaurants, cafes, holiday 
camps, dance halls, swimming pools, 
works and buildings at sportsgrounds, 
stadiums and other places of sport or 
recreation and for commercial television, 
betting shops, youth hostels and centres; 
service areas on motorways are also 
classified in this category as the garage is 
usually only a small part of the complex 
which includes cafes, restaurants, etc.

Garages Repair garages: petrol filling stations 
(except those which are part of motorway 
services areas—see "Entertainment");
transport workshops; bus depots: road 
goods transport depots and any other 
works or buildings for the storage, repair 
or maintenance of road vehicles; car parks.

Schools and colleges Schools and colleges in the private sector
are considered to be those financed wholly 
from private funds, e.g. some religious 
colleges including their halls of residence, 
work for the Independent University.

Agriculture, 
airfields, health, 
highways, sewers 
(tabulated with 
"Miscellaneous", 
below)

All buildings and work on farms, market 
gardens and horticultural establishments 
such as barns, animal houses, fencing, 
stores, greenhouses, boilerhouses. agricul
tural and fen drainage, etc., but not houses, 
(see Category (c)), nor buildings solely or 
mainly for retail sales which are included 
under "Shops".

Runways, hangars, etc. on private air
fields.

etc
Private nursing homes, clinics, surgeries 

private medical research establish
ments (except when they are part of a
factory In which case they are classified 
as "Industrial"). ’ See note on page 9.
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5 Local authority design work

The figures quoted in this section have been collected since 
1965 from all local authorities in Great Britain and from new 
town corporations and the Road Construction Units of the 
Department of the Environment, Scottish Office and Welsh 
Office, with the object of obtaining early information about 
authorities’ future and firm intentions to undertake con
struction work.

Figures are given for the value of new projects entering 
the working drawing stage. Up to April 1975 figures were 
collected for both sketch plan and working drawing stages 
of projects and the number of projects was included.

There are three returns each year covering the four months 
ending respectively in January, May, and September up to 
and including 1971 and in April, August and December
thereafter.

The statistics cover new work and conversions and 
improvements, but not repairs and maintenance, on housing, 
education, roads, "other building projects", and "other civil 
engineering projects", each project being classified accord
ing to which of these five types of work comprises the 
largest part of its total value.

Projects included are those with a value of £2,500 and 
over where value is defined as the gross cost of construction 
work only, and excludes site values, professional fees, cost 
of furniture and equipment etc. For the April 1972 enquiry 
only, all types of work under £2,500 in value were included. 
The £2,500 limit was restored in the August 1972 enquiry.

Up to the period ending 31 st December 1971, which was 
a three month period, roadworks carried out by county 
councils (as distinct from other local authorities) and Road 
Construction Units related only to projects valued at £25,000 
and over. County councils and Road Construction Units 
reported roadwork annually in September, the figures being 
included with those for the four months ending September. 
In April 1972 they reported a seven months period of such 
schemes.

For the period ending August 1972 and onwards, road
work figures for Road Construction Units, county councils 
and other local authorities for projects valued at £2,500 and 
over are reported every four months.

The schemes recorded include those where the authorities 
provide only partial services and those put out to private 
architects and private civil engineers.

Where a large project is to be carried out in several stages 
by means of different contracts, each stage is treated on the 
returns as a separate new project.
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6 Labour

Operatives employed by contractors Unemployment
The figures in the table dealing with "operatives employed The number of wholly unemployed in the construction
by contractors" (which do not include any administrative, industry is the number of registered unemployed, who lasti
professional, technical or clerical staff nor any employees of worked in the industry, less those temporarily stopped and
public authorities) are derived from the monthly employ- includes no school leavers: figures relate to the Thursdav
ment and quarterly output and employment sample enquiries following the first Monday in each month. From January
of the private sector of the construction industry which are 1976 the statistics cover adults (aged 18 years and over).
carried out by the Department of the Environment. They including a small number of women who were previouslv
show the total number of operatives employed on the excluded. This information is obtained from the number of
firm s payroll in the specified week ending about the middle claims made with the Department of Employment, and it
of the month. Statistics of employment sub-classified by covers the unemployed registered with employment ex
craft of operative are collated in the annual October census.
results being published in supplementary tables.

changes. The figures relate mainly to operatives but in the
analysis by craft, the category "others" (i.e. not craftsmen)
includes not only other operatives but also registered
unemployed professional, clerical and administrative staff.
From January 1973, there is a break in this series, and for

Direct labour employed in the public sector
vacancies, owing to some changes by the Department of

Employment statistics are collected twice yearly (April and
Employment, in particular the adoption of the CODOT

October) from local authorities and new’town corporations
classification system (Classification of occupations and

in Great Britain, and also from government departments
directory of occupational titles).

and the rest of the public sector. From these returns (also Vacancies
referred to in section 4 "output") estimates are made of 
the total "direct labour" employed in the public sector

Unfilled vacancies are those vacancies in the construction

with interpolations for the quarterly periods not covered by
industry notified to employment exchanges and remaining
unfilled on the Wednesday following the first Monday in

the returns. The returns cover all employees engaged each month. These statistics include vacancies suitable for
mainly on construction work, whether or not they are women, and for young people including school leavers. As
contained within a separate building department of the with the unemployment statistics, the figures relate mainly
authority concerned. Such employees are quite distinct to operatives.
from the operatives of private contractors who may be
working for the authority under contract. Supplementary
tables show figures from the twice-yearly local authorities'
enquiries, and are analysed by region, type of work, type of
authority and craft of operative. There was no such enquiry
in April 1974, because of local government reorganisation
in England and Wales.

Total employment
The Department's register of private contractors still
excludes some very small firms and a number of other self-
employed workers. Estimates of this "unrecorded employ
ment based on the Census of Population and other sources
are included in supplementary tables. The main regular
series of employment statistics excludes these estimates.
which are necessarily very approximate.

Employees in employment
The figures for employees in employment include operatives
as well as administrative, professional, technical and clerical
staff, employed both by private contractors and public 
authorities.
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7 Housebuilding performance

These tables relate to new permanent dwellings only, that 
is dwellings which may be expected to maintain their
stability indefinitely (60 years or more).

Monthly figures for Scotland are unreliable owing to local 
government reorganisation and therefore are not published
from April 1975 on. Estimates are included in the Great 
Britain monthly figures.

Figures for Northern Ireland are provided by the Depart
ment of Housing, Local Government and Planning, Belfast.

Regional figures for local authority housing are of building 
by the authorities in the region, and may, especially in the 
case of Greater London, include dwellings which are 
situated outside that region. Full details of dwellings pro
vided by local housing authorities in England and Wales 
outside their own area, and of the distribution of Greater 
London Council housing are published quarterly in "Local
Housing Statistics."

East Anglia:

Public and private sectors 
The public sector includes:

(a) Local authorities. For the purposes of this section 
this term refers only to authorities which are local housing 
authorities under the Housing Acts. New town authorities 
(see below) are not included. New houses provided by local 
authorities other than under Housing Act powers are in
cluded in the figures for government departments. Dwellings 
built by local authorities for sale to private owners are, 
however, included under this heading.

In England and Wales local housing authorities are the 
district councils and, for London, the Greater London 
Council, the councils of the London boroughs and the 
Common Council of the City of London.

In Scotland local housing authorities are the district 
councils and island areas. The Scottish Special Housing 
Association, because it is a statutory body assisting local 
authorities in their housing programmes, is treated as a 
local authority for the purposes of these statistics.

In Northern Ireland the Northern Ireland Housing Execu
tive has taken over the housing functions previously 
exercised by local and public authorities. Housebuilding for 
the Executive and for the former Northern Ireland Housing 
Trust is included under "local authorities".

(b) New towns. This term includes development cor
porations established under the New Towns Acts for the 
purpose of laying out and developing a new town, and the 
Commission for the New Towns to which the assets and 
liabilities of each development corporation may be trans
ferred when the purposes for which the development 
corporation was set up have been substantially achieved.

The new towns in each region at 1 April 1975 with their 
dates of designation, are as follows:
Northern:

Aycliffe, Durham (April 1947)
Peterlee, Durham (March 1948)
Washington, Tyne and Wear (July 1964).

East Midlands:
Corby, Northamptonshire (April 1950)
Northampton, Northamptonshire (February 1968).

Peterborough, Cambridgeshire (August 1967).
South East:

Basildon, Essex (January 1949)
Bracknell, Berkshire (June 1949)
Crawley,’ West Sussex (January 1947)
Harlow, Essex (March 1947)
Hatfield,’ Hertfordshire (May 1948)
Hemel Hempstead,’ Hertfordshire (February 1947) 
Milton Keynes, Buckinghamshire (January 1967) 
Stevenage, Hertfordshire (November 1946)
Welwyn Garden City,’ Hertfordshire (May 1948).

West Midlands:
Telford, Salop (December 1968) including Dawley 
(January 1963)
Redditch, Hereford and Worcester (April 1964).

North West:
Runcorn, Cheshire (April 1964)
Central Lancashire, Lancashire (April 1970) 
Skelmersdale, Lancashire (October 1961)
Warrington, Cheshire (April 1968).

Wales:
Cwmbran, Gwent (November 1949)
Newtown, Powys (December 1967).

Scotland:
Cumbernauld, Strathclyde region (December 1955) 
East Kilbride, Strathclyde region (May 1947) 
Glenrothes, Fife region (June 1948)
Irvine, Strathclyde region (June 1948)
Livingston, Lothian region (April 1962)
Stonehouse, Strathclyde region (August 1973)

In Northern Ireland there are three Development Com
missions (Craigavon, Antrim/Ballymena, Londonderry) 
whose housing functions have been transferred to the 
Northern Ireland Housing Executive.

(c) Housing associations. These are societies, bodies 
of trustees or companies established for the purpose of 
providing housing accommodation on a non-profit-making 
basis. They provide housing for the employees of associated 
industrial and other undertakings, for special groups such as 
the aged, disabled or single persons, or housing on a mutual 
and self build basis. Fair rent societies and co-ownership 
associations set up with the assistance of the Housing 
Corporation are included, as are associations formed 
specially for providing homes on behalf of local authorities. 
(The Scottish Special Housing Association is, however, 
treated as a local housing authority (q.v.).)

(d) Government departments. The figures relate to 
dwellings provided or authorised by government depart
ments for the families of police, prison staff, the armed 
forces and certain other services. New dwellings provided 
by county councils in England and Wales are included 
under this heading, as are those provided by other local 
government bodies acting in capacities other than as 
housing authorities (e.g. for parks, welfare, water under
takings, etc,).
’ Taken over by the Commission for the New Towns.
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The number of local housing authorities, and other 
authorities in each region at 31 March 1976 is shown in 
the following table:

Region

Housing
authorities

Other
authorities

New
towns

Counties

England
Northern 29 3 5
Yorkshire and Humberside 26 4
East Midlands 40 2 5
East Anglia 20 1 3
South East:

Beds.-Essex-Herts. 28 6 3
Greater London 341
South Eastern counties 39 1 4
Southern counties 31 2 5

South West 472 7
West Midlands 36 2 5
North West 37 4 4

Total 367 21 45

Wales 37 2 8

England and Wales 404 23 53

Scotland 563 6

Stages of construction
Started. A house or flat is counted as started on the date 

work begins on the laying of the foundation, including 
"slabbing" for houses that require it, but not including site 
preparation. Thus when foundation work commences on a 
pair of semi-detached houses two houses are started, and 
when work begins on a biock of flats all the dwellings which 
that block will contain are started. The starts of houses in 
building schemes are usually phased over a period of weeks 
or even, in very large schemes, months.

Adjustments to earlier returns may occasionally result in 
a negative regional figure when for example dwellings 
reported as started are subsequently withdrawn or there is 
a transfer from one sector to another.

Completed. A dwelling is regarded as completed when 
it becomes ready for occupation, whether it is in fact 
occupied or not.

Under construction. Dwellings are under construction 
during the period between start and completion as defined 
above. They are included in the under construction figures 
immediately they are started and remain there even if work 
is suspended for any reason such as severe weather or delay 
between the completion of foundations and the commence
ment of superstructure.

’ 32 London boroughs, the City of London and the Greater London 
Council.

2 Including Isles of Scilly.
353 districts and 3 island areas.

The private sector includes private landlords, whether 
persons or companies, and owner-occupiers.

Type of dwelling

Seasonally adjusted figures
An estimate of the month to month fluctuation in housing 
performance which might be attributable to normal seasonal 
factors has been made, and the actual monthly figures 
adjusted to provide a broad indication of trend.

Fluctuations occurring when the effects of weather and 
other seasonal factors depart from normal—and a large 
element of random fluctuation—remain in the figures.

An analysis is made annually revising past figures in the
A dwelling is a building or any part of a building which light of the previous year's experience, 

forms a separate and self-contained set of premises designed 
to be occupied by a single family.

Private enterprise housing enquiry
A flat is a dwelling forming part of a building from some Enquiries are held periodically by the Department of the

other part of which it is divided horizontally. For the Environment to obtain data about current and future levels
purposes of statistics of new building oid persons fiatlets of private sector housebuilding. The table shows the main
(one or two room flats with certain shared facilities) are resuits of these enquiries.
counted as separate one-bedroomed flats although they 
are not entirely self-contained. Flats include maisonettes, 
which are flats containing more than one storey.

A house is a dwelling which is not a flat. (But see notes 
on slum clearances for a special use of this term.) Houses 
include single storey bungalows.

The figures shown are based on replies to questionnaires
sent to builders and property developers who undertake
speculative housebuilding, which in total accounts for about
three-quarters of private sector housebuilding in Great
Britain; those in part (a) inciude estimates forthe remainder.
Only the largest private housebuilding firms are asked to
make returns in every enquiry. Other firms are asked for
returns only when they fall into the sample drawn for each 
enquiry.
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Speculative builders. Figures in part (b) relate to new 
dwellings on sites owned or leased by builders or their 
subsidiary or associated companies. Dwellings built under 
contract for other parties (except those in contracts for house 
purchase) are not included.

In the analysis by size of firms, builders are categorised 
by the number of dwellings they build for sale; from June 
1975 by the number they reported in the 1974 census of 
private contractors, as started in the year ended September 
1974. Starts and expected starts by firms which reported 
none in the base year and by new firms are included with 
those by firms which started under 21 dwellings.

Virtually completed. A "virtually completed" dwelling 
is one which is not completed but which requires only 
decorative finishes, minor fittings such as curtain tracks or 
rectification of minor defects which may be found by the 
local authority building inspector. The outbuildings and site 
works need not be completed.

Estimated time lag
The figures are statistical estimates based on the assumption 
that dwellings were started in the same order in which they 
were completed.

The figures should not be regarded as precise estimates 
of the average period of construction of the dwellings com
pleted during the quarter, but they provide a broad estimate 
of trends within each category. Movement within the all 
dwellings lag is not always consistent with movement in the 
separate house and flat lags because of differing effects of 
the first started first completed assumption.

Dwellings specially designed for the chronically sick 
and disabled.
There are dwellings specially designed for people who are 
totally dependent on wheelchairs, and for persons who, 
although they may not use wheelchairs at all times, use 
them inside the home and need kitchens which have been 
designed with this in mind. "Mobility housing" covers 
dwellings built to mandatory standards but incorporating 
some features which make them suitable for disabled people 
who can walk or. although they use a wheelchair are not 
confined to one.
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8 Local authority housing

Dwellings approved and approved not started New dwellings acquired from the private sector
Tenders approved. In England and Wales (excluding the Groups of dwellings originally intended to be built for th

Greater London Council) up to 30 June 1967 and in Scot- private sector but acquired, before they have all b ^
land up to 16 April 1968, an approved local authority tender u.. t • ..... ... een
was a tender or direct labour estimate which had been given 
the approval of the then Minister of Housing and Local

completed, by local authorities are transferred to the local 
authority housebuilding statistics. Each group of such 
dwellings acquired is added to the tender approvals

dwellings already started or completed are added to the 
local authority housebuilding figures and deducted from the 
private sector figures for the same month.

Government, or the Secretary of State for Wales, for loan for the month in which their acquisition is authorised A  ̂
sanction purposes, and, where applicable, for subsidy. HvA/oiimno . .  ------ , . . • ny

In England and Wales new procedures were introduced 
on 1 July 1967 whereby Ministerial authorisation is given 
at the layout stage, when cost limits are laid down, and 
normally an authority may accept a tender or estimate within Size of scheme
these limits without further reference to the Department. A housebuilding scheme for statistical purposes is one f
Under the new arrangements the acceptance of a tender '^^'oh a separate contract or direct labour estimate has be
or direct labour estimate by the authority has become the approved. A scheme may cover more than one site or^^
"approval" for statistical purposes. single site may be developed by a series of separate schemes

The Greater London Council does not require Ministerial ^ Penod of time
A

consent to borrowing and did not submit tenders for Figures for England and Wales include all schemes
approval before 1 July 1967. The date of approval was, and approved during each period, no adjustments being mads
still is, taken to be the date of acceptance of the tender. for those which are subsequently withdrawn. Figures foi

In Scotland, from 17 April until 31 December 1968 local Scotland are net (as defined under "Tenders approved'
authorities were given the choice of either obtaining above),
approval on the old basis or submitting a cost plan. Some 
approvals recorded during the first quarter of 1969 were Storey heights
given under the old procedures. Under the cost plan ^be storey height is the number of storeys in the building,
arrangement, the Secretary of State's authorisation is given including those occupied by non-housing premises such as
on receipt of an application for approval to invite tenders, shops. This is not necessarily the same as the number of
when cost limits are laid down, following which the ''^bich may count for subsidy purposes. The number
authority may accept a tender within these limits without bats shown in each storey is the number in blocks of that
further reference to the Secretary of State. For statistical number of storeys, and is not an indication of the position
purposes the "approval" is recorded in the month during within the block of the individual flats,
which the authority expected to accept the tender.

The number of houses or flats approved is the number Densities (England and Wales)
in the approved tender or "scheme". A few schemes are ’’’b® figures show the proportion of dwellings in schemes of
withdrawn after approval and in England and Wales "net" various densities of persons per hectare.
approvals are the total approved during the period less the

M  A  A  ^  A

The area is the "net" residential density area of the
number of dwellings in schemes which have been notified ®be, that is, the area of housing land including half the
during the period as withdrawn. width of any boundary roads (up to a maximum 6 • 1 metres)

The series of net approvals for Scotland from the excluding the area of land used for non-housing
beginning of 1965 has been revised; withdrawals were Purposes such as schools.
^  I  ̂ I •

formerly treated as in England and Wales, but are now Persons means designed bed spaces, that is, the number
f t  A  ^

deducted from the gross figure for the month in which persons which the dwellings have been designed to
they were originally recorded, and each figure remains
provisional as long as approvals may be withdrawn.

In tables giving detailed analyses of tenders for local

accommodate.

Space heating (England and Wales)

authorities and new towns figures of approvals under the old "*^®rif''al heating" covers all cases where the whole, or
procedure normally relate to all dwellings approved during Part, of the dwelling is heated from one appliance
the period without adjustment or withdrawals. Figures of system. It includes district heating, warm air systems,
approvals under the new procedures exclude schemes storage etc. as well as radiators heated from a central
approved during the period which have subsequently been 
notified as withdrawn.

"Approved not started" means that the dwellings have 
been approved but that construction has not yet begun, 
e.g. if work has commenced on 5 dwellings in an approved 
scheme for 20 the remaining 15 are "approved not started".

boiler.
Figures for the main fuel used relate to the main heating

installation of the dwelling (normally the one providing the
primary source of heat for the living room) whether "central
heating" or individual appliances. They do not include the
fuel used for "topping up" appliances such as those for
occasional summer use or for rooms not served by the main 
system.
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Industrialised dwellings
There is no hard and fast line between traditional and 
industrialised building. The figures relate to dwellings built 
by methods deemed by the Department of the Environment 
to be industrialised, in accordance with the description of 
industrialised building given in paragraph 3 of Ministry of 
Housing and Local Government Circular 76/65. This reads
as follows:

"The term industrialisation as used here covers all 
measures needed to enable the industry to work more like 
a factory industry. For the industry this means not only new 
materials and construction techniques, the use of dry pro
cesses, increased mechanisation of site processes, and the 
manufacture of large components under factory conditions 
of production and quality control; but also improved 
management techniques, the correlation of design and 
production, improved control of the selection and delivery 
of materials, and better organisation of operations on site. 
Not least, industrialised building entails training teams to 
work in an organised fashion on long runs of repetitive 
work, whether the men are using new skills or old. For this 
purpose, industrialised building can include schemes using 
fully rationalised traditional methods".

The area of the dwelling includes the area of the tenant's 
storage space whether located within the dwelling or 
elsewhere.
/1 excludes

any space where the height to the ceiling is less than 
1.5m (e.g. areas in rooms with sloping ceilings, external 
dustbin enclosures),
any porch, covered way, etc. open to the air,
any garage except that, where a garage is integral with 
or adjoining the dwelling, the excess over 12.0m  ̂
qualifies as storage space and as part of the area of the 
dwelling,
all balconies (private, escape and access) and decks,
all public access space (e.g. tunnel passages, communal
entrances, staircases, corridors),
all space for communal facilities or services,
all space for other-than-housing purposes (e.g. com
mercial premises).

Cost. This is the price at which the contractor has agreed 
to construct the dwelling, or, in the case of direct labour 
schemes, the estimated cost of construction. In some

Supplementary tables published annually include a classi- contracts the price is subject to variation by reason of 
fication of industrialised building systems prepared by the
former Ministry of Housing and Local Government in 1968. 
It is based on seven main structural principles, modified in 
three cases by whether the production of the main structural 
elements is done on site or in a factory. These ten main 
categories may each be subdivided according to the main 
structural material used. A few dwellings completed in 
experimental schemes remain unclassified owing to lack of 
sufficient information.

"variation of price" clauses.
The figures refer to the total cost of sub-structure, super

structure and external works, including tenants' private 
stores but not garages. The cost of land, site works, ancillary 
buildings (such as garages, shops, community centres, etc.) 
and professional fees is not included.

Areas and costs
The table showing the average areas and costs of two 
storey five bedspace houses, by regions, covers tenders 
approved for all local housing authorities in England and 
Wales except the Greater London Council.

The table showing comparative costs of industrialised 
and traditional building includes dwellings of all types 
approved for local housing authorities (except the Greater 
London Council) in England and Wales.

Figures for Scotland exclude the Scottish Special Hous
ing Association. They refer to houses and flats of all kinds, 
including those in remote areas and multi-storey, and 
include special considerations (e.g. abnormal excavations).

Area. The area of a dwelling is the area on one or more 
floors enclosed by the walls of a dwelling measured to 
unfinished faces. It includes the space, on plan, taken up on 
each floor by any staircase, by partitions and by any chimney 
breast, flue and heating appliance and the area of any 
external WC, fuel store and pram store, where provided 
outside the dwelling.
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9 House renovation grants

House renovation grants are given to encourage owners to 
provide modern services and amenities in sound older houses 
or alternatively to increase the stock of satisfactory dwellings 
by converting out-moded houses and other buildings into 
modern housing use.

The basic scheme was introduced in 1949 but the pro
visions under which assistance is made available have been 
changed from time to time. Current legislation for England 
and Wales is the Housing Act 1974 and for Scotland the 
Housing (Scotland) Act 1974.

Under the Housing Act 1971 (as amended) the amount of 
financial assistance available was increased for work carried 
out before 23 June 1974 in local authority areas wholly or 
partly in development areas (as specified underthe Industrial 
Development Act 1966, Section 15 (2)) and intermediate

towards the cost is payable annually for twenty years
based on 37-5% of the approved eligible expense the 
latter subject to a maximum of £2,000.

In Scotland the contribution is normally 37-5% of the
annual loan charges (75% in housing action areas) over a
period of 20 years based on total costs which are subject to 
a normal maximum of £2,500 per dwelling.

Housing associations
Housing associations may receive the cash grant as a 
private owner. Alternatively, subject to the approval of the 
Secretary of State, housing associations registered with 
the Housing Corporation can receive housing grant equal 
to the net cost of the project to the association.

areas (as specified under the Local Employment Act 1970, Improvement grants
Section 1 ); SI 1972 No. 422 extended these provisions to 
additional local authority areas from 22 March 1972. The 
Housing Act 1974, Section 117 removed the 23 June 1974 
time limit for completion of work for private owners whose 
applications for grant had been approved or in the case of 
housing associations, had been received on or before 
30 September 1973, at the higher rate.

In the notes that follow the amounts of grant are those 
available under current legislation. Forthe amounts available 
under earlier legislation reference should be made to the 
Acts concerned or to the notes published in previous 
editions of the "Notes and definitions supplement" or in 
"Housing Statistics Great Britain".

Private owners

"Improvement grants" were first introduced in 1949 and are 
available entirely at the discretion of the local authority, 
either for the improvement of existing houses or for the 
provision of new dwellings by conversion. The dwelling 
must be brought up to a prescribed standard and should 
normally be capable of providing satisfactory housing 
accommodation for a further thirty years. Under the Housing 
Act 1974 these requirements may be relaxed in certain 
circumstances however, although the expected life of the 
dwelling must not be less than ten years.

The limit of the grant in England and Wales is the appro
priate percentage of the approved eligible expense of the 
proposals the latter being subject to a maximum of £3,200 
per dwelling or £3,700 where a building of three or more 
storeys is being converted. In Scotland the maximum

A grant to a private owner takes the form of a cash payment amount of approved expense is £3,700.
by the local authority of a percentage of the approved

I  k  I I A.  _ l A l  ft A A *

The limits on eligible expense may be exceeded only with
eligible costs of the works which are subject to prescribed consent of the Secretary of State for the Environment,
maxima. The appropriate percentage of eligible expense to Secretary of State for Scotland or the Secretary of State
be paid is 75% for dwellings in housing action areas, 60% Wales either with respect to a particular case or with
for those in general improvement areas (England and Wales respect to any description of case.
only) and 50% for those elsewhere. In a housing action Conversions: The number of dwellings approved for grant
area the appropriate percentage may be increased beyond maximum grant may be made is that
the normal limit of 75% to 90% where the local authority completion of the works,
considers that the applicant will not without undue hardship
be able to finance his share of the cost of the improvements Intermediate grants
or repairs. Local authorities can also approve improvement Intermediate grants introduced in England and Wales in 
repairs or special grants at a lower percentage should they so  ̂ available as of right for the provision of any of the
wish. The Government contributes 75% of the grant paid standard amenities that have been lacking for not less than
(90% in housing action areas and general improvement execution of associated repairs. The
areas) in the form of an annual contribution to local dwelling must normally be provided with all of the
authorities based on their loan charges over a period of standard amenities for the exclusive use of the occupants 
* " should be capable of providing fit habitation for a

further 15 years. These requirements may be relaxed in 
certain circumstances, at the discretion of the local authority. 
The local authority also has discretion to approve a grant 
even where not all the standard amenities are to be provided.

The amount of grant is the appropriate percentage of the 
approved eligible expense arrived at by adding together the 
amount noted against each of the amenities to be provided, 
as shown below, together with any works of repair or
^  I ^  ^ . ft ft

twenty years.

Local authorities
n England and Wales, where housing authorities are 

improving their own Revenue Account (or housing account 
in the case of new towns) dwellings. Government subsidy 
is available in appropriate circumstances underthe Housing 
Rents and Subsidies Act 1975. For other houses and those 
owned by county councils a Government contribution replacement subject to a separate limit of £800.
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General improvement areas
Part II of the Housing Act 1969 as amended by the Housing 
Act 1974 confers powers on local authorities in England and 
Wales to deal with the improvement of living conditions in 
predominantly residential areas by declaring general im
provement areas and improving the amenities of such areas, 
or dwellings therein, or both.

The figures show the number of authorities which have 
declared general improvement areas during the period, the 
number of such areas declared, and the total number of 
dwellings in these areas, whether they require improvement 
or not.

Grants approved relate to the total of improvement, con
version, intermediate, repairs and special grants approved

The maximum eligible expense is thus £1,500. Prior to 1969 by or for local authorities during the period for the improve-
the standard amenities included a food-store, but did not rnent of dwellings of all tenures inside general improvement

Gcificallv include a sink. areas. These grants are also included in the general improve
ment grant tables. In the case of conversion grants the
number is the number of dwellings which will result from
the completion of the work.

M axim u m
A m e n ity e lig ib le

am o unt
Fixed bath or sh o w e r £100
W ash-hand basin £ 50
Sink £100
Hot and cold  w a te r su p p ly  a t :

Fixed bath or sh o w e r £140
W ash-hand  basin £ 70
S ink £ 90

Water c loset £150

£700

Under the Housing (Scotland) Act 1974. improvement 
grants are also available for the provision of standard 
amenities and the execution of associated repairs, subject 
to the same cost limits as apply to intermediate grants in
England and Wales.

Special grants
"Special grants" first introduced in 1969 in England and 
Wales are available entirely at the discretion of the local 
authority for the provision of standard amenities in houses in 
multiple occupation. The limit of grant is the appropriate 
percentage of the approved eligible expense of carrying out 
the works the latter subject to a maximum arrived at by 
adding together the amounts shown above for each amenity 
installed. There is no limit on the numbers of each amenity 
that may be approved.

Repairs grants
"Repairs grants" introduced in 1974 in England and Wales 
are payable at the discretion of the local authority for the 
repair of the dwellings within general improvement areas 
and housing action areas after taking into account the 
capacity of the applicant to finance the work without aid. 
The limit of grant is the appropriate percentage of the 
approved eligible expense of carrying out the repairs, the 
latter subject to a maximum of £800.

Housing action areas
Housing action areas were introduced in Part IV of the 
Housing Act 1974 and Part II of the Housing (Scotland) 
Act 1974. but the provisions in the two acts differ. In 
England and Wales areas are to consist mainly of housing 
accommodation where the local authority consider housing 
and social conditions are unsatisfactory and arrangements 
can be made within a period of five years to improve the 
dwellings and the well-being of persons and to secure the 
proper and effective management of housing accommo
dation within the area.

Local authorities in Scotland can declare housing action 
areas for demolition based on whether the houses or the 
greater part of them do not meet the requirements of the 
tolerable standard, as laid down in Part II of the Act. or 
housing action areas for improvement or demolition and 
improvement based on whether the houses or the greater 
part of them lack one or more of the standard amenities or 
do not meet the tolerable standard.

Disabled persons
Improvement and intermediate grants can include dwelling 
adaptions needed for a disabled person. In particular an 
improvement grant can cover works required for making a 
dwelling suitable for the accommodation, welfare and 
employment of a disabled person. An intermediate grant 
can include works required for the provision of any standard 
amenity where the existing amenity is not readily accessible 
to a disabled person by reason of his disability.
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10 Slum clearance

England and Wales
An unfit house is one which is deemed to be so far 

defective in one or more of the matters specified in Section 4 
of the Housing Act 1957’ (as amended) as to be not 
reasonably suitable for occupation.

Town and Country Planning Acts, and other powers. (Jnfit 
houses comprise houses dealt with since 25 August 1969 
as failing to meet the tolerable standard introduced by the 
Housing (Scotland) Act 1969 and houses dealt with under 
earlier statutory provisions as being unfit for human

"House" for the purposes of slum clearance statistics habitation. All Scottish figures are net, that is, they represent
has the meaning attributed to it for the purposes of Parts II the total number demolished or closed during the period
and III of the Housing Act 1957. Generally it refers to a less those previously reported as closed and since demo
building and not to the separate dwellings which may be 
contained within it, and the figures do not, therefore, 
indicate the total number of dwellings which have been 
dealt with. Separate dwellings deemed to be unfit and 
closed in a building which otherwise continues for the time 
being to be occupied are however shown under "Parts of 
buildings closed".

A clearance area is an area declared by a local authority 
under Part III of the Housing Act 1957 to be one in which 
the houses are unfit for human habitation, or are by reason 
of their bad arrangement or the bad arrangement of their 
streets dangerous or injurious to the health of the inhabi
tants. Fit houses in or adjoining a clearance area may be 
purchased and demolished by a local authority for the 
purpose of securing a cleared area of convenient shape or 
dimensions, or for the satisfactory development of the 
cleared area. Unfit property is that commonly known as 
"pink", property included by reason of bad arrangement as 
"pink hatched yellow" and fit property as "grey". These 
are references to the colours normally used on maps 
accompanying slum clearance orders.

Unfit houses not in clearance areas are individual 
houses which may be either demolished or closed following 
action under Part II of the Housing Act 1957 or under 
certain other powers. An unfit house may be closed in 
pursuance of an undertaking by the owner to render the 
house fit for human habitation, or of a closing order made 
instead of, or after determination of, a demolition order 
when proposals have been made for the use of the house 
other than as a dwelling, or the house is needed for the 
support of other buildings, or is to be preserved for its 
architectural or historic interest. Demolition may follow at 
a later date if the reason for closure ceases to apply, the 
demolition being included in the demolition figures for the 
appropriate period but deducted from the net total of all 
houses demolished or closed. No adjustments are made for 
houses closed and subsequently made fit.

Persons and families moved are those actually moved 
during the period and are not necessarily the occupants of 
the houses demolished or closed in the same period, 
occupants often being moved well in advance of closure or 
demolition. Houses which have been vacated prior to 
demolition are not included in the figures of houses closed. 
Scotland
In the figures relating to Scotland "specific statutory 
action" includes all action under the Housing Acts, the

’ Repair, stability, freedom from damp, internal arrangement, natural 
lighting, ventilation, water supply, drainage and sanitary con
veniences, facilities for preparation and cooking of food and for the 
disposal of waste water.

lished or made fit for habitation. A "house" for this purpose 
means a separate dwelling.
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<11 Housing finance

Housing loans
Building societies. Quarterly figures of loans in the 

United Kingdom are based on returns from the Building 
Societies Association, which covers societies with about 
90% of the total assets of all building societies. Estimates 
are included for the quarterly transactions of non-reporting 
societies. Quarterly figures are revised annually in the light 
of figures published in the Report of the Chief Registrar of 
Friendly Societies, and adjustments made to provide figures 
on a calendar year basis. The figures include special 
advances; these are advances made to corporations or 
advances exceeding a prescribed limit which, at 31 July 
1976, was £20,000. Special advances must not account for 
more than 10% of the value of the advances by any one 
building society in any year.

Number and value of commitments: A commitment is 
an undertaking by a building society to make an advance 
of money to a borrower at some future date.

Dwellings mortgaged w ith building societies by 
private ow ners; prices and advances figures for the 
United Kingdom compiled from information provided by a 
panel of about 50 building societies, including most of the 
larger ones, whose combined assets represent about 90% of 
the total assets of the movement. Each society completes 
a return every month showing the number of dwellings, the 
total purchase price and the total loans, at mortgage approval 
(commitment to advance) and at mortgage completion 
stages, sub-divided between new and other dwellings. The 
approval stage data provide the more up-to-date indicators 
of price and loan movements; the series of average prices of 
new dwellings appears in table 3. Qn the other hand, the 
completion series record more accurately figures for dwell
ings actually purchased because a small, but significant, 
number of mortgages approved do not result in completed 
transactions. The types, sizes, location, nature of the title of 
the dwellings and other factors may vary from one quarter to 
another.

Comparable figures for periods before 1975 have been 
produced by adjusting data from the quarterly enquiry 
(discontinued after 1975) on the average price of new 
dwellings mortgaged by private owners (Great Britain) and 
from the 5% sample survey of building society mortgages.

Survey of building society mortgages. The informa
tion contained in the tables (regular and supplementary) 
has been selected from detailed tables of the results of the 
survey of building society mortgages in the United Kingdom
which are produced each quarter by the Department of the 
Environment.

The operation and analysis is described in "The five per
cent sample survey of building society mortgages" by
A. W. Evans: Studies in Qfficial Statistics no. 26 (HMSQ 
95p net).

The figures relate to mortgages advanced for the purchase 
of single dwellings which are to be used wholly or partly for 
owner occupation. This definition differs from that used by 
the Central Statistical Office in that it does not include

mortgages for purposes such as the purchase of dwellings 
for letting, the purchase of more than one dwelling at a time 
and further advances.

The survey started at the end of 1965. The questionnaire 
on which the survey is based has been revised from time to 
time, notably in April 1968 when a question on the previous 
tenure of borrowers was introduced. The present method of 
analysis was introduced in the 2nd quarter 1968 and most of 
the detailed series now published start in this period: only 
the main national series go back to the 1 st quarter 1966.

The tables are based on the following sample sizes:
Mortgage advances

Number £ million
1969 20,403 67-3
1970 23,240 83-4
1971 27,705 113-7
1972 28,216 146-6
1973 23,050 142-5
1974 18,707 122-9
1975 27,859 204-7
1975 1st quarter 5,672 38-8

2nd quarter 6,930 49-8
3rd quarter 7,525 56-7
4th quarter 7,732 59 -4

1976 1 S t quarter 6,982 55-7
2nd quarter 7,986 66-1

The income of borrowers is the total recorded income 
but it should be noted that there is a considerable variation 
in the details recorded by different societies, e.g. societies 
sometimes record the basic income of the first applicant, 
sometimes the total income from all sources including that 
of spouse or other joint applicant(s).

Insurance companies. The figures cover all members of 
the British Insurance Association whose parent company is 
registered and whose head office is in the United Kingdom, 
and from 1974 onwards also include an allowance for 
other companies.

Survey of insurance company mortgages. The
figures are based on returns from a sample of insurance 
companies which generally account for about 50% of 
insurance company advances for house purchase. From 
January 1976 "topping-up" loans (those which are in 
addition to loans from other sources and are secured by a 
second charge on the property, or further advances on 
existing mortgages) have been recorded separately and 
average prices have related solely to dwellings purchased 
with primary loans from insurance companies. The grossing- 
up factor used is derived by reference to figures for gross 
advances given in the "Radcliffe" returns made by the 
British Insurance Association to the Department of Trade 
and Industry. The figures showing the breakdown between 
the number and value of new and existing dwellings have 
been obtained by applying the same grossing-up factor to 
the survey data. They should therefore be regarded as 
providing only a broad indication of the magnitude involved.
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tax purposes, but the rate of interest applied is lower th 
on a normal mortgage by a margin which, from 1 Januar  ̂
1970, has been related to the normal rate of interest ^

Sale of local authority dwellings
The figures refer to the number of dwellings owned b 
local authorities (including county councils) or new towns 
which were sold or leased with the aid of mortgages, on an 
instalment system or by other means. Dwellings built for 
sale are those for which the tender was approved for the 
purpose. The number of authorities is the number concerned
with the sales shown for each period.

Local authorities. United Kingdom figures are based 
on advances made by local authorities in England and 
Wales, including loans for conversion, improvement, repair 
and alteration as well as purchase of houses (see below).
Loans for housing purposes by the Birmingham municipal 
bank have been added, and an estimate included for 
Scotland and Northern Ireland.

The series has been revised to include estimated advances 
for sales of local authority dwellings.

Figures for local authorities in England and Wales include 
loans made to private persons by housing authorities and 
county councils under Section 43 of the Housing (Financial 
Provisions) Act 1958 for the purchase, construction, con
version, improvement, repair, enlargement or alteration of 
dwellings. Underthe House Purchase and Housing Act 1959 
such advances may be of any amount up to 100% of the 
value of the mortgaged security (or of the estimated value 
which the mortgaged security will bear after the completion 
of the construction or alteration work). The valuation is not 
necessarily the same as the purchase price. Loans for 
purchase or acquisition (up to 100% of valuation) may also 
be made under the Small Dwellings Acquisition Act.

The Housing Act 1969, Section 74 enabled local apply for intermediate terms. They are repayable at
authorities to make advances repayable on maturity for the maturity and refer to the amount which an authority borrows

Interest rates
Building Societies Association recommended rates

The quoted rates are net of income tax which is paid by 
societies at the composite rate. The rates grossed up at the 
basic rate (standard rate up to March 1973) of income tax 
are shown in brackets.

Public Works Loan Board. The rates shown are those 
applicable to short term and very long term loans. Other

alteration, enlargement, repair or improvement of dwellings. 
These loans were intended for cases where the owner.

within its annual quota. Where authorities borrow further 
sums these will attract interest at a higher rate, unless the

because of his age or limited means, would be unable to Public Works Loan Board Commissioners agree that they
obtain a mortgage on the usual terms of annual repayments 
of principal and interest combined to be made within the 
lifetime of the owner. Section 74 was repealed by the Local 
Government Act 1974 which gives local authorities a 
general power to make advances repayable on maturity.

When a loan for house construction, conversion or other 
alteration is made in instalments, the number of dwellings 
is included at the time of the first instalment only. Subse
quent instalments are included in the amounts for later 
periods. When a loan is for conversion the number of 
dwellings is the number which will result from the com
pletion of the work.

Local authorities may also make loans to housing 
associations for any of the above housing purposes. In 
some cases these loans cannot be associated with a specific 
number of dwellings, and as a result the aggregate numbers 
of dwellings may be understated.

should be offset against the following year's quota.

Minimum lending rate. The minimum rate at which
members of the discount market have a right to discount
British Government Treasury bills or other approved bills at 
the Bank of England.

Option mortgages
The option mortgage scheme was introduced by the 

Housing Subsidies Act 1967 and relates to mortgages on 
dwellings purchased in Great Britain.

Borrowers arranging advances from building societies, 
local authorities and insurance companies since December 
1967 have been able to choose between a normal mortgage 
and an option mortgage. Under a normal mortgage the 
interest payments are allowed as a deduction from income 
for tax purposes. Under an option mortgage the interest 
payments are not allowed as a deduction from income for
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12 Rent regulation

The tables refer to rents registered for unfurnished tenancies or if the tenant and landlord apply jointly, or because three
that were.

(a) Already regulated (Part IV of the Rent Act 1968 in 
England and Wales and Part IV of the Rent (Scotland) 
Act 1971 in Scotland) or housing association cases 
(Part VIII of the Housing Finance Act 1972).

(b) Formerly controlled but reached or were brought up 
to the qualifying standard for conversion to regulation 
(Part III of the Housing Act 1969 (re-enacted, with 
amendment, as Part III of the Housing Finance Act 
1972) in England and Wales and Part VI of the Rent 
(Scotland) Act 1971 (and previously the Housing 
(Scotland) Act 1969) in Scotland) or converted to 
regulation under the general decontrol provisions of 
Part IV of the Housing Finance Act 1972 and Parts V 
and VI of the Housing (Financial Provisions) 
(Scotland) Act 1972.

The relevant provisions relate in general to tenancies of 
privately rented unfurnished dwellings with a rateable value 
not exceeding £1,500 in Greater London and £750 else
where in England and Wales in the 1973 Valuation Lists (in 
Scotland under £200 in the 1963 Valuation Lists), except 
those still subject to rent control under Part V of the Rent 
Act 1968 or Part V of the Rent (Scotland) Act 1971. These 
limits were set by the Counter Inflation Act 1973.

The rent regulation machinery under which fair rents are 
registered came into operation in Greater London on 3 
January 1966 and had been established throughout Great 
Britain by 12 May 1967. From 8 December 1965 until 31 
December 1972 it was not legitimate for a landlord of a 
regulated tenancy to increase the rent except by going to 
the Rent Officer to have a fair rent registered. From 1 January 
1973 a landlord and tenant were enabled alternatively to 
enter into a private rent agreement.

A fair rent is registered by the Rent Officer on the applica
tion of the landlord, the tenant, both jointly or. since August 
1972, the local authority. No local authority applications 
were analysed in 1972. If either landlord or tenant objects, 
the matter is referred to a Rent Assessment Committee for 
decision. In such cases analysed before the second quarter 
of 1974 the rent confirmed or determined by the Committee 
has been analysed, since then the rent determined by the 
Rent Officer has been analysed.

The information on registered rents relates to cases 
analysed during a period, not all of which were necessarily 
determined during that period. The analysis of already regu
lated cases excludes those where the terms of the tenancy 
or the condition of the premises changed between the 
setting of the previous rent and the registration of a fair rent. 
Thus the "comparable” cases shown indicate changes in 
rent isolated from changes in the quality of the tenancy. All 
the formerly controlled cases are analysed separately since 
they are "non-comparable" in the sense that the terms of the 
tenancy have changed as a result of coming out of control 
and the condition of the premises may have been improved.

An application for re-registration can be made as a result 
of a change in the condition of the tenancy or of the premises.

years have passed since the previous registration. The 
analysis shown relates only to those cases re-registered after 
at least three years where there have not been any changes 
to the conditions of the tenancy or of the premises (i.e. 
"comparable" cases only).

Parts IV and VIII of the Housing Finance Act 1972 (Parts 
V and VI of the Housing (Financial Provisions) (Scotland) 
Act 1972 respectively), further widened the application of 
the fair rent system. Part IV set out a programme to convert 
the remaining controlled tenancies to regulation without 
requiring that they reach the qualifying standard. Unfit 
properties were excluded. Properties with a rateable value 
of £35 and over (£70 in Greater London) on 31st March 
1972 were automatically decontrolled during 1973 and 
1974. The decontrol of those tenancies which were due 
to pass into regulation on or after 1 J  uly 1974 was postponed 
and the provision finally repealed by Section 9 of the 
Housing Rents and Subsidies Act 1975. Part VIII of the 
Housing Finance Act 1972 brought the tenancies of 
housing associations and housing trusts within the fair 
rent system for the first time.

The Rent Act 1974 extended the rent regulation system 
from 14 August 1974 to cover, with certain exceptions, 
notably when the landlord is resident on the premises, 
privately rented furnished housing with rateable values up 
to the same ceilings as apply to unfurnished dwellings.
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13 Building materials

In general these cover products classified to Standard 
Industrial Classifications (SIC) MLHs, 103,461 -2, 464 
and 469 -2. Also included are certain products classified to 
other industries.

Since the beginning of 1975 statistics on the following 
building materials have been collected by the Business 
Statistics Office on behalf of the Department of Environ
ment;

The Department of the Environment have continu H 
collect statistics relating to the following products  ̂
than steel;— '

Bricks
Production means bricks drawn from the kiln or autoclave

Cem ent
All statistics quoted relate to Portland cement and 
derived from monthly and quarterly returns made bv 
Cement Makers' Federation covering all cement works inth 
United Kingdom. Production figures include output fr  ̂
imported cement clinker. The national delivery figures are 
a different basis from the regional delivery figures T ^

1 luuuouun mediib uiicK.5 urawn Trom me Kiin or auiociave . j  • . ---------  ̂ "aui«s. me
of saleable quality and ready for use. Deliveries mean bricks former are of recorded deliveries while the latter derive from
that have been despatched from the premises and include invoiced sales and include imports. Figures of deliveries to a
any actually used on the premises (if these were of saleable given region are from cement works located both within the
quality). Stock refers to stocks held at the brickworks only. 
The regional figures of brick deliveries refer to deliveries to 
all areas by brickworks located in that region.

Building m aterials and com ponents
Sand and gravel. The production figures include land

ings of marine dredged material. Figures derive from quarterly 
returns made by all sand and gravel operators under the
Statistics of Trade Act 1947. Gravel includes hoggin used 
for all purposes.

M anufactured lightw eight aggregate covers Aglite, 
foamed slag, Leca, Lytag and (prior to 1974) Solite. Figures 
are derived from quarterly returns made by producers.

Ready mixed concrete. Figures are for the United 
Kingdom from a quarterly summary of production provided 
by the Ready Mixed Concrete Association.

Pitch fibre pipes and conduits. Figures are based on 
monthly returns made by individual producers.

region and outside.

Gypsum . The figures refer to the quantity mined. They do 
not cover anhydrite.

Plaster and plasterboard. Figures for plaster exclude 
plaster used in plasterboard. They are derived from monthly 
returns made by the producer.

Steel. Statistics are collected by the Department of 
Industry for finished steel used

(a) in the construction industry and
(b) for industrial (including process) plant and steel

work. All figures are analysed under these product 
headings.

Im ports and exports o f building materials and 
com ponents
All figures have been extracted from the published statistics 
in the Department of Trade's "Overseas Trade Statistics". 
For a full description of the basis used in the compilation of 
import and export statistics see the introduction to that
^  f  r _  _

Metal w indow s, doors and curtain w alling. Figures Publication. The figures shown against each individual
are based on monthly returns made by individual producers. heading represent the total import and export values for that

commodity which in some cases will embrace end-uses
Asbestos cem ent products. Figures are derived from other than purely constructional ones.

monthly returns made by individual producers.

Concrete roofing tiles. Figures are based on monthly
returns made by individual producers. Figures relate to roof 
area covered.

Slates. Monthly returns are made by individual pro
ducers. In addition to total production, deliveries and stocks 
figures, details are shown by use type under these categories.
From 1976 the analysis by end-use has been extended to 
include architectural and cladding and powder, granules
and fill. From 1976, slate used for damp-proof courses has 
been included with roofing.

Concrete building blocks. Monthly returns are made
by individual producers under the Statistics of Trade Act 
1947.
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14 Supple>^®"*®''y

M addition to the ta es pu is e every quarter Housing shared either any rooms, or any corridors or other circulation
and Construction Statistics me u es supp ementary tables. areas. The accommodation occupied by households which
The subjects of some o t e supp ementary tables are shared access space in order to move between their rooms

ered in preceding sections; others which will appear * ' ' '
'̂ °'ularly are covered in this section, while the rest will be
Rotated as necessary when they appear.

Contractors' censuses of output and em ployment
The tables are based on the annual contractors' census of 
output and employment. They give details of number of 
firms, contractors' output and contractors' employment 
/including craft details). The tables are classified by size 
and trade of firm and by the region of the firm's registration.
Detailed results from these censuses are published annually 
by HMSO in a companion volume to "Housing and Con
struction Statistics," under the title "Private Contractors'
Construction Census .

Northern Ireland construction work
Tables for Northern Ireland are published annually for 
construction output, operatives employed, and new orders 
received. The tables are classified by types of work.

Gross domestic fixed capital formation
This comprises expenditure on fixed assets either for their 
replacement or the addition to existing fixed assets; 
expenditure on maintenance and repair is excluded. An 
analysis of gross domestic fixed capital formation in new 
building and works (other than housing) is given by 
industry group. An analysis for gross domestic fixed capital 
formation in housing is given for the public and private 
sectors.

Fixed assets include dwellings, other new buildings and 
works, vehicles, plant machinery and other equipment. An 
analysis for the construction industry gives details of these 
categories of asset.

The figures are described in Chapter XII of "National 
Accounts Statistics: Sources and Methods".

Public Expenditure
A table showing the construction work element of the 
government's annual white paper on Public Expenditure 
gives figures for ten financial years, including a forecast 
period of five years, by industry and service.

The stock of dw ellings
Estimates of the total dw elling sto ck, sto ck  changes
and the tenure distribution are made by the Department
of the Environment and are based on data from the Censuses
of Population, with adjustments for enumeration errors and 
for definitional changes.

In censuses before 1971 a dwelling was defined in terms 
of structurally separate living accommodation (not neces
sarily with a bathroom and W C) contained behind its own
front door, with independent access to the street so that those rented from the Scottish Special Housing Association.

or which shared rooms, was grouped together and defined 
as a dwelling; a household which did not share in either of 
these ways was enumerated as occupying a single unshared 
dwelling. Rooms, as in previous censuses, did not include 
bathrooms, WCs, sculleries not used for cooking, store 
rooms, landings, halls, etc.; on the other hand, whereas in 
1966 all kitchens had been counted as rooms, those less than 
6 feet wide were excluded under the 1971 definition.

Among the results of the change in definition of a dwelling, 
bedsitting rooms or one-room flatlets whose occupiers had 
to share the use of a bath and a WC with other households, 
were counted as dwellings in 1971 while they had been 
specifically excluded in earlier censuses. An adjustment has, 
therefore, been made to the 1971 Census count of dwellings 
by excluding those of only one room which lacked exclusive 
use of a fixed bath or shower; however, in some cases, 
applying the definition used in earlier censuses, a dwelling 
would be composed entirely of such one-room units and 
although the number of these cases can not be derived from 
the 1971 Census data, a small offsetting allowance has been 
made. Overall, the 1971 enumeration of dwellings in 
England and Wales has been reduced by 130,000.

Included in the figures are estimates of "reasonably 
separate" dwellings, that is, household spaces of three or 
more rooms which, though not separate by the census 
definition, do provide adequate accommodation with the 
exclusive use of bath, hot water supply, inside WC, sink 
and stove.

The regions used are defined in section 1. The conurba
tions, Outer Metropolitan Area and Outer South East prior to 
1 April 1974 were as defined in the Abstract of Regional 
Statistics, except that Poole Borough was included in the 
South West region for housing statistics purposes. The 
English provincial conurbations were superseded on 1 April 
1974 by the newly created metropolitan counties, and the 
boundary between the Outer Metropolitan Area ana the 
Outer South East was revised, (as defined in section 1 page
4).

In the table showing gains and losses new construction 
includes mobile homes (defined below under "Temporary 
housing"). Other gains are mainly net gains from conver
sions. The losses through slum clearance are estimates of 
the number of separate dwellings in the "houses" demo
lished or closed. Other losses include the removal of post
war prefabricated bungalows and of former camps in 
temporary use for housing, loss through fire, flood or other 
damage, obsolescence, change to other use, and removal 
to make way for new development of any kind.

The tenure categories are as defined in the census reports, 
n Scotland dwellings rented from local authorities include

occupants could get out without passing through anyone 
olses living quarters. In the 1971 Census a different 
approach was adopted, based on whether households ment.

"Other" tenures include dwellings rented with farms or 
business premises and those occupied by virtue of employ-
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Estimates of the age distribution of the dwelling 
stock have been made by the Department of the Environ
ment using data from the census reports from 1851 together 
with assumed rates of new construction and demolition for 
periods before these were recorded, and further assumptions 
about the ages of dwellings lost from the housing stock.

Temporary housing
Temporary bungalows are those allocated to local authori
ties under the Housing (Temporary Accommodation) Act 
1944. The figures of bungalows removed include those 
purchased by private owners for re-erection elsewhere. No 
information is available about the number now in private 
ownership.

Mobile homes are factory built bungalows of a type 
intended for permanent use but which can easily be trans
ferred from one site to another. The figures are for those 
erected by local authorities, mainly the Greater London 
Council, on sites on which permanent development is 
unlikely to take place for some time.

Unfit houses in temporary use. Provision is made under 
Sections 17(2), 46 and 48 of the Housing Act 1957 to 
enable local authorities which have a major slum clearance 
problem to defer the demolition of unfit houses if by carrying 
out works of repair (commonly known as "patching") they 
can be rendered capable of providing housing accommoda
tion of a standard adequate for the time being. Nearly all 
the houses remaining in occupation under these provisions 
are in Birmingham.

Clearance area action
"Clearance areas" and "houses" are as defined in section 10 
"Slum clearance".

The submission of a clearance area means the statutory 
transmission to the Secretary of State concerned of a copy 
of the local authority's resolution defining and declaring the 
clearance area.

Clearance Orders were orders for the demolition of

Local authority rents
Average rebated rents and average unrebated rents for 
October are based on information obtained by the Depart
ment of Employment from local authorities in England and 
Wales, while average unrebated rents for April are derived 
from annual returns submitted to the Chartered Institute of 
Public Finance and Accountancy (formerly the IMTA). Tha 
timing of the two sets of figures is not strictly comparable 
In both sources, rates and service charges are excluded 

These average rents do not allow for the rising quality of 
the local authority housing stock and, therefore, for 
dwellings of comparable quality the relative increase in 
rent can be assumed to have been less.

Housing Revenue Account
Each local authority is required by statute to keep a Housing
Revenue Account in which are recorded the annual
revenue income and expenditure in respect of dwellings
and other property provided under Part V of the Housino Act 
1957. ^

The main items of expenditure are:
(a) Loan charges in respect of moneys borrowed for the

provision or improvement of local authority housing
accommodation mainly under Part V of the Housino 
Act 1957

(b) Supervision and management
(c) Housing repairs
The main items of income are:
(a) Rents (excluding rates and water charges)
(b) Exchequer housing subsidies
(c) Rate fund contributions.
Figures of expenditure and income by type of authority 

are based on data collected by the Department of the 
Environment on Form HRA1 and subsidy claim forms.

Family Expenditure Survey
Analyses of incomes, rents and mortgage payments by 
tenure etc. have been prepared by the Department of the

buildings in a clearance area made by the local authority Environment from data collected in the Family Expenditure
and submitted to the Secretary of State for confirmation. Survey undertaken by the Department of Employment. The

estimates relate to a relatively small sample of households 
and care is needed in the interpretation of the figures because 
some of the figures are subject to substantial sampling error.

Incomes are gross, that is before deduction of income tax, 
national insurance contributions and any other deductions 
at source. Since 1974 the income of an owner occupier no 
longer includes a notional estimate (based on the rateable 
value of the dwelling) of income derived from ownership 
and therefore care must be taken in making comparisons 
with previous years. A fuller definition of income is included 
in the Family Expenditure Survey annual reports (HMSO).

Rents include water charges but are exclusive of rates and 
also of charges for services provided by landlords e.g. space 
heating, hot water, lighting, cleaning and porterage, except 
in cases where these charges cannot be separately identi
fied. Any sums from sub-letting of rooms or garages have 
been deducted. Rents are rebated except in the case of

From 31 August 1975, under the provisions of Section 108 
of the Housing Act 1974, authorities no longer have the 
power to make Clearance Orders.

Compulsory Purchase Orders are orders authorising the 
purchase by a local authority of land in or adjoining a 
clearance area for the purpose of securing the demolition 
of buildings on that land. These orders are also submitted 
to the Secretary of State for confirmation.

Houses purchased by agreement in clearance areas are 
those purchased by the local authority, for demolition, by 
agreement with the owner without becoming the subject 
of Compulsory Purchase Orders.

Revocation Orders. If a local authority is satisfied that a 
house comprised in a confirmed Clearance Order has been, 
or will be, made fit, they may make an order excluding that 
house from the clearance area and modifying or revoking 
the Clearance Order accordingly.
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tenants receiving supplementary benefits where they are 
unrebated since the full rent is taken into account for the 
purposes of calculating entitlement to supplementary 
benefit. Cases where rent was less than 8% of gross value

temporary accommodation. These first figures from the new 
returns contain some estimates from local authorities and 
may be subject to revision in future tables released by the 
Department. Further tables are published in an Interim 

have been excluded as special circumstances probably Report available from Statistics Housing B, Department of 
gpplŷ  Environment. Room SI 4/07, 2 Marsham Street, London

In the case of mortgage payments dwellings where SW1 P 3EB and other analyses will be published when they
payments cover interest only e.g. where the mortgage is a*"© available.
linked with an endowment policy have been excluded.

Tenancies held by virtue of employment are excluded
from all the analyses.

County court actions for recovery of possession of 
residential premises

information on county court actions for the recovery of 
possession of residential premises is obtained by the Lord 
Chancellor's Department. The county court has jurisdiction 
in actions for recovery of possession of premises with 
rateable value not exceeding £1,000. A supplementary 
table shows the number of applications for orders for 
possession made by different types of landlords, the num
bers of applications determined by the courts and the results 
(including periods of suspension), and the average time 
between the commencement of proceedings and hearings. 
A private landlord can obtain an order for possession against 
a protected or statutory tenant if either

(i) the circumstances are as specified in any of the 
cases in Part 11 of Schedule 3 to the Rent Act 1968 
(the mandatory grounds)
or the court considers it reasonable and

(ii) alternative accommodation is available for the 
tenant, or

(iii) the circumstances are as specified in any of the 
cases in Part I of Schedule 3 to the 1968 Act (the 
discretionary grounds).

In any period some actions determined or withdrawn will 
have been entered in previous periods. The Greater London 
area in the table comprises the areas of certain county courts 
but does not coincide exactly with the area of the Greater 
London Council.

Homelessness
These are the first results from a new system of statistical 
returns on homelessness made by local authorities in 
England to the Department of the Environment. The returns 
record the numbers of applications to authorities for accom
modation by homeless people and the action taken to 
rehouse them. The new returns replace those formerly made 
by local authorities to the Department of Health and Social 
Security. The earlier returns to the DHSS (related to the 
provision of temporary accommodation under the National 
Assistance Act 1948 and the Children and Young Persons 
Act 1963) did not provide a complete record of those home
less households who were directly rehoused in permanent 
accommodation and the figures most often quoted were the 
number of households recorded as resident in local authority

Applications include only those households who applied 
for help on the grounds that they were homeless or in danger 
of becoming homeless within one month. Households 
applying more than one month from the likely date of home
lessness were not reported if and until they were likely to 
become homeless within a month. The applications are 
counted in the quarter in which the authority decided 
whether or not to accept responsibility. At the start of the 
system, authorities were asked to complete returns for all 
applicants "claiming to be homeless or in danger of becom
ing so "; this was found difficult for the local authorities to 
apply in practice and so the former definition of an applica
tion was used. Some authorities have been unable to give 
any information on applicants for whom they do not accept 
responsibility.

Acceptances are those households for whom the authority 
undertakes to ensure that suitable accommodation is found 
(this does not necessarily imply the provision of local 
authority accommodation).

Permanent accommodation is recorded when the 
(accepted) household has found or been provided with 
accommodation which the authority considers suitable.

A household is recorded as being in a temporary homeless 
accommodation between the date of acceptance of re
sponsibility and the date on which it moves into permanent 
accommodation.

Some authorities with short life dwellings use them only 
for temporary accommodation before the household is 
rehoused in an ordinary council dwelling. Other authorities 
consider some or all of their short life property to be of 
sufficient standard to constitute permanent accommoda
tion-permanent in the sense that when the property comes 
to the end of its life (or earlier) the authority will move the 
household to other suitable accommodation.

Households w ith dependent children include all house
holds with children who have not yet completed their full
time education.

Elderly households are households with no dependent 
children and at least one person over pensionable age i.e. 
a man aged 65 or over, or a woman aged 60 or over.

Adult households include households of more than one 
person, none of whom is a dependent child or a person of 
pensionable age.
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One person households are households consisting of one 
adult living alone, who is not of pensionable age. Persons
of pensionable age living alone are included with elderly 
households.

British construction work overseas
Each year the Department of the Environment conducts an 
enquiry into the value of building and civil engineering work 
undertaken overseas by British contractors and their sub
sidiaries. A supplementary table shows the amount of new 
contracts won, work done and work outstanding, by con
tinents. The results of the enquiry, including particulars of
major individual schemes, are also published in "Trade and 
Industry" each year in October.

Directory of brick manufacturers
The Department of the Environment approached the com
panies included in the statistical register of brick manufac
turers, seeking their agreement to inclusion in a directory of 
manufacturers and works to be published to assist bona fide 
requirements for such information. Most firms agreed and 
they were included in the directory published in issue 17 of 
"Housing and Construction Statistics". Companies' names 
and addresses are listed, first, nationally with names and 
addresses of their brickworks and, secondly, regionally 
showing the number of brickworks in the region.

Survey into brickmaking capacity
A survey into brickmaking capacity was conducted towards 
the end of 1975 by the Business Statistics Office on behalf 
of the Department of the Environment. The tables show the
main results which can be published without infringing the 
confidentiality of individual returns.
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